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tant thing \vith the infant is that he be born with a sufficient
amount of the go quality. The use of the brake he is to learn for
himself as the needs arise. With the positive current he is to a
great extent born. The negative he must acquire. And it is this
that his parents will need to help him accomplish. It is in this
regard that we most often fail.
When to Teach. The time for teaching this is very, very
early. We can, no doubt, accomplish the most during the first
year. When the child is older, we should avoid the "don'ts" as
far as possible* But the first two years of baby's life is the
"No, no" period, when baby learns first not to do the things that
he wants to do. We can do much less during this period in the
way of positive instruction than later; our greatest accomplish-
ment for him now must be in teaching him how to use the brake,
how to check his impulse upon the sound of "the two syllables,
"No, no." If we fail to do this for him, we have failed in our most
important duty and thus allow him to go through life with a
handicap that only the harder and more tragic discipline of life's
experiences will remove. So when baby wants to get up, he learns
to lie down; when he wants to touch something, he learns to let
it alone; the desire to throw, to yield to emotional impulse, he
learns to control. Thus there is imparted to his nervous system
a normal poise and balance and equilibrium that not only affect
in a positive and beneficial way his conscious will, but through
the vital connection that there ever is between the conscious and
the sympathetic centers, he receives as well a very great benefit
in greater strength and stability of sympathetic nerve supply
with resulting increased strength of organic functions and physi-
cal build. Thus by the character building that it is possible for
us as parents to establish for him during the early months of his
life, we may not only affect his moral and spiritual attainments
in later years, but also the strength of his nervous system and
through it that of his entire physique and general health,
Different Types* There are different types of babies, just
as there are of grown-ups. Different babies will have leanings
in different directions, and will naturally have different dispo-
sitions ; but the principles of training are the same for all, and
problems of discipline are solved with greater ease the earlier

